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Jed that the- agent i.u,cliarge had used off Color 
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At a time when there is much concern about 
corrosion in so many of our institutions, it is heart-
ening to see a _new broom sweeping hard inside a 
place that has long needed sensible and disp-
sionate management. 

Now all of thus may sound quite -ordinarY t64,41, 
kut it isn't ordinary at all. Because the Bureanlia 

. been o secretive about its workings, the public's 
' knowledge of the agency rests in some measure' 

oih fantasy and the out of school stories told 
disaffected former employees. But enough 

s,ecz_ted out to give credence to the view that 
e has been in the past, in the FBI. something 

of a fetish about not embarrassing the Bureau and 
a tendency to send in reports that reflected what 
the writer thought his superiors wanted to hear 

than what the agent actually knew or be- 
L 	to be true in addition, despite all its litera- 

th -e vkas a definite odor of mustiness about 
resuIting from having one hand at 

12.1e helm foz too long a time. 

Thus. if Mr. Gray has done nothing else, he has 
sent resounding shock waves throughout the old 
bureaucracy and has sent out some very clear rnes-
sages. Ile expects to give sound orders and he 
expects those orders to be obeyed_ lie will not tol. 
erate, the perpetuation of petty tyrannies nor will _ , 	. 	.  

sent in from the field. And 
to get the facts when he has 

t what is going on out in the 
country—and once having gotten the fads, he will 
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